ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

Table Activities:

**Moon Glow**
Participants will explore various moon myths and facts. They will discuss the moon's position in relation to Earth and will create a depiction of what their own mission to the moon would look like.

**Constellation Nation**
Like a diamond in the sky! Explore recreate the many cantillations in the northern and southern sky! Participants will also be able to create and name their own constellation.

**UV Bead Bracelets**
Participants learn sources of Ultraviolet (UV) light and how UV beads change color as a shift in the shape of the molecules in the photochromatic dye occurs. Participants will create their own bracelet with beads to wear.

Classroom Program Session:

**Blast off Rockets!**
Participants will explore career options of an Aerospace Engineer. Children will identify and discuss the design of rockets, as well as create their own sounding rocket to launch in the launch zone!

- These activity options are available at additional cost.
- Complete list of programming available upon request.
- Classroom Sessions are 1 hour each, table activities are 2 hours in length.
- Classroom sessions are capped at 30 children and their accompanying adult.
- Activity tables are available to all guests visiting the venue, in a free flow format.
- Port Discovery staff facilitates the activity.
- Port Discovery provides and brings all activity materials.

To book add-on programs or to learn more, contact our Community Outreach Coordinator 410-864-2683 or bhenschel@portdiscovery.org

With the SunEarth Universe mini-exhibition, Port Discovery offers a variety of quality, hands-on enrichment add-on programming to enhance the learning opportunities of your guests. These programs are tailored to complement the content of the Museum on the Move mini-exhibition at your location.